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Don't waste your time trying to get this running, I've spent months on it and was only able to
get it working with the wifi kext from Yosemite. This however causes a kernel panic every now
and then. Its useable but the issue is there always. I've had the system running for a few days
without the panic but it will inevitably occur.

Go on amazon and purchase the following items

Broadcom BCM94360CSAX (CS and CS2 work also) This is an official Apple AirPort Extreme
card. This also solves a lot of issues and works oob. Also works in the os install USB as well
along with recovery so you can fix system without USB if you have an issue.

https://www.amazon.com/gp/prod…tle_o03_s00?ie=UTF8&psc=1

Then purchase a NGFF A/E PCIe adapter so that it can be installed in your system. I got both
items for 45 dollars with same day shipping from Amazon.

https://www.amazon.com/gp/prod…tle_o02_s00?ie=UTF8&psc=1

Using a real Airport card does a lot more than just give you wifi and bluetooth. The card is an
important part of the system functionality and using 3rd party cards will allow for wifi and
bluetooth to work but the system will not be able to handle things like using the card to repair
your system or being able to use a bluetooth mouse and keyboard in recovery.

Also iCloud functionality like Find my Mac and things like that require a real AirPort card for
proper use. For 45 bucks you'll be happy with it.
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The two together cost less than all 3rd party cards which are supported and they require
nothing but installing the hardware for them to function.

Here are the windows drivers for the card

https://drive.google.com/drive…fyYbwWrNevPfg?usp=sharing
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